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LESSON FIVE:  
SETTING UP ACTION: SEQUELS, PREQUELS, & BREATHERS 
 

Action is fast—rapid-moving, rapid-fire… however you choose to define it, action that unfolds in your 

scenes must do so quickly. This is why we’ve been talking about word choice (where one right, specific 

word is better than three bland or non-specific ones, or any incorrect ones), and the emotional resonance 

of goals and (disastrous) outcomes of scenes (What does your character want? How does she try to get it? 

What nasty thing happens when she does?). These are things you must have clear in your writerly mind 

before you write—or as you’re editing—in order to hook the reader and keep him turning pages in 

breathless anticipation.  

 

Speaking of breathless… let’s go into sequels more deeply. 

 

Sequels are non-physical action (for the most part). Where scenes are action, and often unfold as “run, 

run, run!” and “Holy shit, here it comes! Duck into that cave!” then sequels are the parts that happen 

when your characters are safely hidden in that cave (or their living room or their car), catching their 

respective breaths, and trying to figure out what in hell they’re going to do now that Plan A has failed. 

 

Sequels are slower dialogue, more thought/internal monologue, more emotion. Less action (though, yes, 

characters can hand around a copy of a map or repair a jammed rifle in a sequel. That’s not what I mean 

by action).  

 

Sequels can address and analyze what just happened, or they can plot and plan what to do next (without 

actually doing it).  

 

Sequels are where your characters puke, shit in their pants, or sob out of fear. Sequels are where your 

characters mentally lambaste themselves for going down those rickety stairs into the basement of the 

haunted house, alone. (What in hell was I thinking?) Sequels are where they then find the courage to 

climb back out. 

 

Got it? 

 

So now, in order to move the action forward, let’s go backward. 

 

You understand scenes and you understand sequels. I’m going to introduce you to the action-writer’s best 

friend: The Prequel.  

 

A prequel is simply a type of sequel that comes BEFORE the action scene and that contains information 

vital to that upcoming action scene. Immediately before? Sometimes. More often it may be pages or even 

chapters before (but not so much that the reader forgets the vital information in the prequel.) They key 

here is “vital information.” It may be a clue or it may be a red herring. But it WILL SHOW UP in the 

action scene. 

 

And just a note—the term prequel has other non-writerly meanings. To the best of my knowledge it’s 

not a common craft-of-writing term. It’s one I use because it helps me remember what it is and why I 

need it. Same with ‘breathers,’ which we’ll get to. 

 

A prequel is a sequel in which you—brilliant writer—plant certain vital information that will be needed at 

a later time in the story. It is foreshadowing but it’s more than foreshadowing. It’s setting up specific key 

information—usually a physical layout or impediment but can be other things—that the reader needs in 
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order to follow an upcoming action scene, and without you—brilliant writer—having to slow down the 

action in order to describe the physical location and accoutrements of that action scene. 

 

Got that? Just in case, let’s break it down: 

 

Linnea’s “Scene Prequel” 

1. Details a specific bit of information or clue 

2. that is necessary to understand and correctly visualize an upcoming action scene 

3. that gives the reader a “visual” or a “mental map” IN ADVANCE 

4. so the reader is prepared to follow the action without slowing down to read description 

 

Let’s say your heroine—the Warrior Princess hereinafter the WP—needs to escape the dungeon of the 

Evil Sorcerer, hereinafter the ES. It’s the structure of the dungeon and the ES’s castle itself that make 

escape so difficult. IE: Narrow and winding moss-covered stairs. Dim lighting. Booby traps. A moat. 

Maybe a maze or two.  

 

If you were to write the scene where the WP picks the rusted oval-shaped iron lock of her 6-foot by 8-foot 

brick-walled cell, bonks the short and muscular blond-haired guard who lisps on the head, dashes up the 

eight narrow moss-covered stairs, leaps over the pink and green patterned sliding trap door in the hallway 

floor, climbs onto the gold velvet-draped railing and launches herself toward the glittering Versace 

chandelier… 

 

You’d slow the action down to a crawl in describing all these elements in sufficient detail SO THAT THE 

READER UNDERSTANDS THE DIFFICULTY OF THE ESCAPE. 

 

(Because remember Holly Lisle’s advice from Lesson Four: To slow action scenes down: 

Offer setting details. … descriptive passages, narrative notes on culture, history or character 

background, local color, costuming, terrain details, and even the weather. Caution: To slow a 

scene to the point of inducing coma, add a lot of these.) 

 

We do not want comatose readers. However, writers often feel that if we don’t describe the painfully 

narrow, slippery-as-hell moss-covered stairs…or the barely concealed trap door in the center of the main 

hallway which opens onto a moat filled with ravenous giant alligators… much of the tension, the edge-of-

your-seat read, the fear and excitement inherent in these dastardly things are lost. The reader won’t 

understand the difficulty of the escape route, so the reader won’t feel the need behind the action.  

 

Damned if you do, right? 

 

Nope. You have The Prequel to help you out. 

 

Let’s go back to Jack Bickham’s advice: Anything you describe in sufficient detail, the reader will 

remember. But describing in detail slows down—it KILLS—quick action pacing. That’s why the prequel 

is the perfect device for unfolding in detail that critical information beforehand so that the READER 

CAN REMEMBER IT. 

 

So, we have our WP stuck in the ES’s dungeon and she needs out now. How do we get her out quickly 

while still enthralling the reader with the perilous nature of her escape? 

 

We detail that information about the trap door’s tell-tale fancy inlaid woodwork, and we detail the 

narrowness and unevenness of the slippery stairs at an earlier point in the story (ie: the prequel). Some 

ideas (I’m sure you can think of more):  
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1 – The WP can learn the details of the trap door and what it portends from a travelling minstrel before 

she’s captured. Perhaps she’s at an inn, chugging down a Miller Lite, and a minstrel begins to sing of the 

dangers of the ES’s castle. Maybe too much coincidence. Or… 

 

2 – Maybe at that same inn is a disgruntled guard who worked at the castle. He leers at her. She trades a 

little slap-and-tickle between the sheets for info. (And we can’t have her “just happen” to run into the 

disgruntled guard. She has to have learned of him before and perhaps been seeking him out. Or better, she 

heard rumors of disgruntled guard “A” and is seeking him but runs into disgruntled guard “B” who has 

similar info.) Or… 

 

3 – She takes specific note of the slippery stairs on the way into the castle. This is a prequel that would 

come fairly close to the action scene. She takes note on the way IN of the things she’ll need to overcome 

on the way OUT. 

 

Because this information already exists in the reader’s mind, we don’t have to regurgitate it in 

detail during the action scene. That helps us speed up the pacing and keeps the reader moving as 

quickly as the character and doesn’t require the character to stop and describe things that—during a 

normal action scene—she’d never stop to describe. The reader already knows (from the prequel scene) 

that there’s an unusual pink-and-lime green star pattern in the floor around the trap door, so we don’t need 

to have the WP be in the middle of a life-or-death dash and suddenly say: 

 

“Goodness! Look at the unusual pink-and-green star pattern in the wood here in the hallway. I’m 

going to run right over it in three seconds. Oh, yes. That’s right. My governess, Mistress 

Edwardina, used to tell me stories about the Pinkgreen Assassin’s Guild and how they designed 

their lethal trap doors that always opened into moats filled with alligators. And the Vicious 

Pinkgreens took an oath to always ring the trap doors with pink-and-green….oops!” 

 

Splash. 

 

Chomp. 

 

 

We do NOT want to write that way because: 

#1 – it’s illogical (and bad writing) to have a character think or say so much in the midst of a crisis, and 

#2 – that took way more than the three seconds stated in the scene. 

 

The latter is one of the problems of inserting description into action: The time it takes to read the 

description is longer than the allotted (and logical) time for the action: 

 

The duke reared back then swung his fist at the highwayman’s face. The duke’s hand was 

covered in gold and silver rings, many bearing his family’s crest of a flying pig shod in Jimmy 

Choo stilettos. As well, the rings were studded with real rubies, DeBeers diamonds, and genuine 

Brazilian emeralds from the estate of the Duke’s great-great grandmamma, an Amazon tribal 

queen. They were heavy rings and had many times in the past performed as well as a set of ugly 

brass knuckles in a fight. Except no one ever saw them as a weapon so the duke was able to wear 

them with aplomb. The highwayman grunted and toppled backward as the duke’s fist took a 

chunk out of his jaw… 

 

Or 
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The duke reared back then swung his fist at the highwayman’s face. Gold, silver, and ruby-

studded high-fashion pig rings hit flesh then bone. The highwayman grunted, toppling 

backward… 

 

Okay, neither is fab writing. But the second at least is true to the requirements of writing action. And all 

the information about the duke’s rings and how they could be used as a weapon could easily and logically 

be prequeled in pages before in a sequel where he’s watching his valet spiff up his jewelry. 

 

This technique can be used for any location or important item in your story—not just castles or jewels. 

Use it with your heroine’s childhood bedroom with her stuffed animal collection and your hero’s beloved 

2005 Ford Mustang. If you’re setting a key love scene in the front seats of said Mustang, you don’t want 

to interrupt the passion with descriptions of the placement of the cup holders or the emotional importance 

of the purple fuzzy dice dangling from the rearview mirror.  

 

Case In Point: I build starships. Big ones. Not real ones, sadly, but in most of my books my characters’ 

actions take place on big honkin’ deep space starships. Therefore, I create detailed layouts and schematics 

that I tack to my office bulletin board (or else I’d get lost). In my stories, I also prequel certain key areas 

of the ships so that when an action scene happens, I don’t have to slow it down in order to describe the 

layout of the bridge or the mess hall or the shuttle bays.  

 

Yes, it takes some thought and advance planning (or going back in after and fluffing in the description). 

For example, I know Rya, my character in HOPE’S FOLLY, is going to have a critical action scene that 

takes place down on the shuttle deck level. How do I legitimately (and without cluing the reader in to 

what I’m doing and WHY) describe the shuttle deck’s layout pages or even chapters before? 

 

In FOLLY, I used the fact that Lt. Rya Bennton was chief of security and hence, inspecting the ship was  

part of her job. She knew the ship had been refitted and there’d been structural changes. I had her go 

down to the shuttle deck (earlier in the story) to catalogue and verify those changes. It was a normal and 

natural part of the narrative and in keeping with her character and character’s job description. The reader 

had no idea that I was actually implanting key data into the reader’s mind—so that I wouldn’t have to 

explain the layout later at a critical action moment. (See the HOPE’S FOLLY PREQUEL PDF 

attached to this Lesson.) 

 

The key here, Bunky, is normal and natural. In addition to knowing what description is vital in a scene, 

you must know whether or not it’s something your POV character would have reason to notice early on.  

 

A fellow gambler in the Duke’s private club might well admire and notice (in detail) the Duke’s flying-

pig ring. The stable boy would not…unless he was also a jewel thief.  

 

KEY POINT: Be very sure the POV character who is “doing the noticing” has a logical reason to do 

so. Or else the prequel will read contrived and amateurish and have a large streak of “As You 

Know, Bob…” info-dumping. 

  

Okay, do we all understand Prequels? Questions, comments, recipes for the perfect Pina Colada? Post ‘em 

here. 

 

BREATHERS: 

 

“Breathers” is the name I give little sequel-ish moments inside an action scene. 

 

“But, but, but!” you wail. “You can’t have sequel-ish moments inside action.” 
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Sure you can, Bunky. But you have to do them with care and only at a logical moment.  

 

Let’s go back to our WP, running like hells-a-fire out of the dungeon. Maybe there’s a point where she 

has to do a duck-and-hide, a wait-it-out moment. She makes it as far as main section of the castle when 

she hears guards coming toward her. She ducks into a closet. Hides in the ubiquitous empty suit of armor. 

Behind a velvet curtain. Whatever. As her heart’s pounding and her breath is rasping (which keeps the 

tension going), she must keep her body completely still as the guards clomp by, searching for her.  

 

But her mind—ahhh, her mind can be going a million miles an hour. She can be thinking, plotting, 

planning, reflecting, considering, bemoaning… whatever is logical to the plot and the character at that 

point.  You are still IN the action scene. This would be likely a paragraph or two, not much more. But she 

can think and NOW remember what she heard about the Assassin’s Guild and their pink-and-green trap 

doors. And make a decision—because she’s an active character—to do whatever it is she does next. 

 

Yes, you can have a lull in the action—a breather. But it must be a logical lull. Again, she can’t “just 

happen” to have to stop and take a breather. There must be a logical reason. And it works best when it’s 

something the character does not want to do. She does not want to stop. It increases her chances of being 

caught. But she has NO OTHER CHOICE but to stop and hide at this point.  

 

And so she has time to plan, plot, reconsider, and reapply her lipstick. 

 

Questions, anyone?  

 

HOMEWORK: 

 

We’re going to play with prequel-ing and the Bejeweled Duke OR the Warrior Princess. In my example 

about the Warrior Princess and the trap door, I’ve given you three (actually four counting the governess) 

possible ways to prequel the information about the (1) narrow stairs and (2) pink-and-green trap door 

complete with alligators.  

 

Using those examples as templates, invent a prequel set-up for the Bejeweled Duke who uses his ring or 

rings to save his life and/or the life of his lady-love and/or escape the clutches of the dastardly 

highwaymen 

 

OR 

 

Give me a new prequel set-up (briefly) in which WP could have learned about the castle’s NARROW 

STAIRS OR the TRAP DOOR and the dangers which she will face in her upcoming action-escape scene.  

 

The ways must be logical (no “just happened to” and no coincidental co-inky-dink). They must seem 

normal and natural to what the BD or WP does (and you have a fair amount of latitude here).   

 

I DO NOT want you to write the scene. I want you to—in five to six or so lines of text (100 words or so) 

just as I did below—sketch out the basics (In an earlier prequel… then in a later chapter…):  

 

EXAMPLE BD 1 – In an earlier prequel, the Duke of Rockstone cautiously instructs his new valet 

about the care and cleaning of the Duke’s massive Flying Pig In Stilletos rings as the one with the red 

enamel shoes contains a secret compartment that houses a fatal contact poison, and the Duke doesn’t want 

the innocent valet to be harmed. The Duke shows the boy the “special three-tap system” to open the ring. 
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Then in a later chapter when the evil highwaymen have the Duke trapped in an alley, the reader will 

know why the Duke suddenly stops in the midst of a fist-fight to tap his ring. 

 

OR 

 

EXAMPLE WP 1 – In an earlier prequel, Princess Kung-Fuette can learn the details of the pink-and-

green trap door and what it portends from a travelling minstrel before she’s captured. On her way to the 

castle she must stop for the night at an inn, and as she’s chugging down a Miller Lite, and a minstrel 

begins to sing of the dangers of the ES’s castle. She’s heard the song before and always discounted it. 

This time she listens closely and hears about the pink-and-green trap door. Then in a later chapter, when 

she’s fleeing for her life, she recognizes the pattern on the floor and avoids stepping on it.  

 

 

Go play! And post your homework in the Lesson 5 Homework section. 
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